Magnetically Responsive Superhydrophobic Surface: In Situ Reversible Switching of Water Droplet Wettability and Adhesion for Droplet Manipulation.
A smart, magnetically responsive superhydrophobic surface was facilely prepared by combining spray coating and magnetic-field-directed self-assembly. The surface comprised a dense array of magnetorheological elastomer micropillars (MREMPs). Benefitting from the magnetic field-stiffening effect of the MREMPs, the surface exhibited reversible switching of the wettability and adhesion that was responsive to an on/off magnetic field. The wettability and adhesion properties of the surfaces with MREMPs were investigated under different magnetic fields. The results revealed that the adhesion force and sliding behaviors of these surfaces were strongly dependent on the intensity of the applied magnetic field and the mixing ratio of poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS), iron particles, and solvent (in solution) used for preparation of the magnetically responsive superhydrophobic surfaces. The adhesion transition was attributed to the tunable mechanical properties of the MREMPs, which was easily controlled by an external magnetic field. It was also demonstrated that the magnetically responsive superhydrophobic surface can be used as a "mechanical hand" for no-loss liquid droplet transportation. This magnetically responsive superhydrophobic surface not only provides a novel interface for microfluidic control and droplet transportation, but also opens up new avenues for achieving smart liquid-repellent skin, programmable fluid collection and transport, and smart microfluidic devices.